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Figure 1: If an autistic child is disengaged, what cue(s) should a robot use to try to re-engage the child’s attention?

ABSTRACT
We investigated how voice and motion from a small humanoid
robot affect an autistic child’s re-engagement of attention. Results
suggest that a robot can use motion to re-engage the attention of
an autistic child and that two adjoining multimodal cues are more
effective than a single unimodal cue.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in acces-
sibility; Empirical studies in HCI ; • Social and professional top-
ics → People with disabilities; Children.
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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Autistic children’s ability to keep their attention on a task is key for
their learning and classroom functioning [6]. Prior work finds autis-
tic children can have difficulty maintaining attention [5]. Robots
are an emerging technology for autistic children [1, 7, 8]. Voice and
motion are two ways a robot can try to re-engage a child who is
distracted during a robot-supported learning activity [3]. However,
it is unknown which is better. If motion works better than voice
(or vice versa), it could help designers create effective robots for
interacting with and maintaining attention of autistic children.

Research Question 1: Is limb movement or voice used
by a robot better at re-engaging autistic children?

Another strategy that could improve a robot’s ability to re-
engage autistic children is to use multiple cues. Past work finds
that autistic children respond to only one cue when multiple cues
are presented concurrently—a characteristic known as “overselec-
tivity” [4]—whereas typically developing children respond to all
cues. However, it is unclear whether overselectivity occurs with ad-
joining rather than concurrent cues; in other words, whether both
motion and voice can be effective presented one after the other.
Finding that autistic children respond differently to an adjoining
multimodal cue versus a single (unimodal) cue may mean that over-
selectivity applies only to concurrent cues and that adjoining cues
merit further study with robots designed to assist autistic children.

Research Question 2: Will adjoining voice and motion
cues engage autistic children better than a single cue?

1.1 Current Study
We ran a controlled experiment to test whether autistic children
respond better to multimodal voice and motion versus a unimodal
cue (i.e., voice only or motion only). We also looked at whether
they respond better to voice or motion.
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Table 1: Coding scheme

Code Meaning
0 Child unaware of stimulus
1 Child reacts to stimulus but does not re-engage
2 Delayed (4+ sec), temporary (short) re-engagement
3 Immediate (<4 sec), temporary (short) re-engagement
4 Delayed (4+ sec), sustained (long) re-engagement
5 Immediate (<4 sec), sustained (long) re-engagement

2 METHOD
2.1 Participants
11 autistic children (2 female, mean age of 8 years 8 months).

2.2 Setup
The study took place in June 2018 at an autism center in Serbia.
The robot, RoboKind Zeno R25 (Figure 1), stood on a table in front
of the child. The adult professional therapist sat next to the child.
The therapist controlled the robot using a Samsung Galaxy Tab S2
tablet. This allowed the therapist to control both the activity step
the robot was performing as well as ‘one-off’ actions of the robot
depending on the child. The child also used a Galaxy Tab S2 tablet
that was on the table in front of them in a protective case to select
topics and answers for the robot. A camera recorded an overview
of the interaction, showing the robot, the child and the adult.

2.3 Design
A 2 (voice: present vs. absent) x 2 (motion: present vs. absent) within-
participants studywas conducted inwhich a robot used voice and/or
motion prompts to get the attention of an autistic child. We used a
Latin Square design to set the order of the prompts.

2.4 Procedure
Children completed up to three sessions over 7 days, each of which
took approximately 15minutes. They played a series of face-learning
activities with the robot. Across the sessions, the therapist per-
formed a total of four distraction tests per child–one at the end
of each of four activities. Each distraction test consisted of four
phases: (1) the therapist waited for the child to stop paying atten-
tion when another adult knocked on the door (to cue the therapist
and potentially distract the child); (2) the therapist pressed a “cue”
button on the tablet to initiate the robot’s cue; (3) the robot used
its voice, motion, both voice and motion or nothing to try to get
the child’s attention; and (4) the therapist observed whether the
child re-engaged with the robot. If the child did not re-engage with
the robot within five seconds of the robot finishing its action, the
therapist used “business as usual” (e.g., encouraging speech) to
re-engage them. Each distraction test lasted about 10 seconds. A
Belgrade IRB approved the study and parental assent was obtained.

2.5 Analysis
Three autism researchers viewed a sample of videos to create the
code scheme (Table 1). One researcher used the scheme to code all
responses. Statistical analyses used R version 3.4.2 and RStudio 1.1.
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Figure 2: Child re-engagement score by number of cues (left)
and cue type (right)

3 RESULTS
3.1 Effect of multimodality
A two-tailed paired t-test comparing trials with two adjoining
modes vs only one mode revealed a significant effect of mode,
t(10) = 2.4, p = 0.04. Children re-engaged more when they saw an
adjoining multimodal cue compared to a unimodal cue, M = 3.6, SD
= 1.7 vs M = 2.8, SD = 1.8 (Figure 2, left).

3.2 Effect of motion and voice
Repeated measures ANOVA on re-engagement with motion and
voice as factors revealed a significant main effect of Voice, F (1,10) =
7.71, p = 0.02, and a significantmain effect ofMotion, F (1,10) = 11.2, p
< 0.01. Children re-engaged more when voice was present compared
to absent, M = 3.1, SD = 1.8 vs M = 2.5, SD = 1.4 (Figure 2, right).
Children re-engaged more when motion was present compared
to absent, M = 3.3, SD = 1.6 vs M = 2.3, SD = 1.6, respectively.
The interaction was not significant. Linear mixed effects analysis1
revealed a Motion effect, t(25.3) = 2.56, p = 0.017. When there was
no voice, adding motion increased re-engagement by 1.1 points;
however, the addition of voice when there was no motion did not
significantly influence re-engagement, t(21.8)=1.7, p = 0.10.

4 LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
The door knock was originally included to help distract the child,
but in practice the therapist would simply wait for the children to
look distracted in the test (for example, the child looked away from
the robot). Future work could measure disengagement (e.g., [2]).

Possible confounds in our study were: (1) the adjoining mul-
timodal cue was longer than the unimodal cue, which could be
resolved by shortening each adjoined cue; and (2) the motion-only
condition had motor joint noise, which we were not able to remove.

5 CONCLUSION
Autistic children were more re-engaged by two adjoining robot
cues versus a single cue, and more by motion than voice.
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1modeled as rating ~Voice * Motion + (Voice|ID) + (Motion|ID)
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